
Bournemouth 22 Critique 
 
Judge: Mr E Engh 
 
BEST OF BREED : 3080 TOPLISS, Mrs Trudy Sandylands Send My Love 
Dog CC : 3061 EYEINGTON, Mrs Jane & EYEINGTON, Mr Steve Sh Ch Meadowdale Daisydale Lightning Bolt 
Res Dog CC : 3081 TOPLISS, Mrs Trudy Beresford Lockdown 
Bitch CC : 3080 TOPLISS, Mrs Trudy Sandylands Send My Love 
Res Bitch CC : 3057 CORBETT, Miss Sarah Jane Trimere Time Fly's 
Best Veteran : 3088 WILLIAMS, Mrs J & TOUBLIC, Mrs D & TOUBLIC, Miss P Cobhay Dazzling Azalea 
Best Special Beginner : 3073 KIBBY, Mrs J I Trimere Turn Back Time 
 
JD (3,2)  
1. Kingsheath Ricochet Well grown masculine tricoloured dog, but looking his age. Pleasing head with correct 
proportions, well chiselled under the eyes and with a typical fluting. Excellent neck, well set into shoulders. 
Compact body, well ribbed and with depth. Not much arch of loin. Well set tail. Balanced angulation both 
ends, very good bone and substance. He moved parallel coming and going and quite typical from the side.  
 
PGD (2)  
1. Sandylands Xpress Delivery A well proportioned dog, well up on legs. Not the most classical of heads, could 
do with more fluting and has a rather prominent occiput. Well set and carried, drop formed ears. Strong neck 
with good length, well set. Still not fully mature, he still needs to firm up in topline, well set tail. Well angulated 
behind. He moved very effortlessly and balanced from the side, pleasing coming and going. Excellent legs and 
feet.  
2. Meltarose Midshipman Strong masculine dog, I would not want him any stronger, but he is well made. 
Typical head and expression, well chiselled. Pleasing ear set. Strong neck. A bit too much bone for my 
preference. Firm topline, if on the longer side. Well angulated behind. He moved soundly coming and going, 
but not as co-ordinated from the side.  
 
LD (3)  
1. Beresford Lockdown Classical dog with very pleasing proportions and outline. Quite good head with 
elegance, well set and carried ears. Typical fluting. Excellent neck, well set into shoulders. Compact body with 
some arch of loin, well set tail. Moderate, balanced angulation both ends. Strong thighs. The right amount of 
bone and substance. He has a lot of energy on the move and his handler sometimes struggles to keep up with 
him. Beautiful coat of excellent quality. ResCC.  
2. Daenerys Blood of the Dragon A dog of a very different type, very eye-catching, but lower on legs and longer 
in body. He has a masculine head with length and chiselling, I would prefer more parallel head planes. 
Excellent ears. Long neck, quite well set. I would prefer a lower set tail, and this becomes especially noticeable 
on the move. Very well presented. Beautiful coat. A dynamic and sound mover.  
3. Trimere Time Tracker  
 
OD (5,1)  
1. Sh. Ch. Meadowdale Daisydale Lightning Bolt A classical English springer. He is very masculine and strong, I 
certainly would not want any more of him, but he is very well balanced and constructed and quite a work of 
art. Strong masculine head with very pleasing proportions and shape, fitting him well, well chiselled and with a 
pleasing furrow. Eyes just dark enough. Well set and carried ears. Strong neck with a lovely nape. Excellent 
angulation in front. Strong topline with a slight arch. Excellent body with ideal proportions. Balanced 
angulation behind. Beautiful coat and tri-colour. By far the best side mover, coping very well with the hot 
weather and at all times retaining his balance and soundness. CC  
2. Sh. Ch. Beresford As Good As It Gets A dog of pleasing body proportions. His skull is somewhat rounded and 
on the short side, and his shoulders are not his fortune. However he has an excellent topline and a good 
tailset. Balanced layback of upper arm to his hind angulation both. Moved cleanly coming and going, energetic 
and balanced from the side. Very well presented and in a lovely coat.  
3. Sh. Ch. Trimere Tipping Point of Allenie  
 
 
 



SpBegin (1)  
1. Trimere Turn Back Time A very attractive bitch of classical type. Beautiful head, well chiselled and with flat 
check and a distinct fluting. Very good ears. Well set neck into shoulders. Could do with some more layback of 
upper arm. Excellent topline with slight arch of loin. Well set tail. Balanced, if very moderately angulated 
behind. Lovely coat. Just the right amount of bone. Very well handled She moved very well too, but could be 
using her tail to better advantage.  
 
JB (3)  
1. Trimere Time Fly’s A beautiful bitch off the top drawer. So well balanced, exactly the proportions I am 
looking for and combing being feminine with the attributes that comes with it by having substance in the right 
amount. Feminine head, well chiselled, typical furrow, quite a lot of stop, could do with some more strength of 
muzzle. Excellent ears. Beautiful neck, well set. Compact body, deep and capacious without lumber. Well set 
tail. Well angulated behind. Truly came into herself on the move with the desired highly typical efficient long-
striding movement. Beautiful coat, well handled. ResCC.  
2. Trimere Taylor Maid at Pinhays Another attractive bitch of very pleasing type and quality, well made, but a 
little petite compared to the winner and not as developed. Attractive, feminine head, could do with darker 
eyes. Very beautiful neck, well set into shoulders. Balanced angulation both ends. At this time a little high 
behind and not the strength of loin of the winner. Well set tail. She moved well enough, but again could not 
compete with the winner.  
3. Kingsheath Kushidai at Cassapple  
 
YB (2)  
1. Sandylands Send My Love A very attractive bitch with a beautiful silhouette and balance, well up on legs, if 
on the larger side. Attractive, feminine head with a typical fluting. Particularly beautiful neck, so well set into 
shoulders. Excellent topline with an attractive slight arch, well set tail. Well angulated in the front, I would not 
want any more angulation behind. Strong body with depth and volume. She is a very enthusiastic mover, a bit 
of a handful, but fully displayed her capacity to move out really well and with that typical merry spaniel look 
about her, to me well illustrating the breed’s “strictly his own”. CC and BOB.  
2. Trimere Turn Back Time  
 
PGB (3,1)  
1. Meltarose Mystique A bitch of reasonable proportions, but could do with a little more length of legs. Head 
of good length, could do with more chiselling. Well placed ears. Strong neck rather than long. Balanced 
angulation both ends and a strong topline. Her tail is too highly set. Good bone. Not a very enthusiastic mover, 
but reasonably sound.  
2. Cobhay Fancy Phlox A more enthusiastic bitch, but decidedly short on legs. Short skull, rounded, quite good 
chiselling under her eyes. Strong neck, could be longer. Moderate, but balanced angulation both ends. 
Carrying too much weight which she certainly did not need, her conformation proportions taken into account. 
Good legs and feet. Reasonable mover.  
 
Mid LB (3,1)  
1. Sandylands Send The Roses Elegant bitch with a very pleasing outline, but a bit on the fine side when it 
comes to both bone and muzzle. Feminine head, well proportioned, correct stop, could do with some more 
fluting and a stronger muzzle. Well set and carried ears. Long and strong neck, well set. Moderately angulated 
both ends. Strong topline with slight arch of loin, moderately low-set tail. Ample angulation behind. She 
moved light on her feet and effortlessly, keeping her balance. Quite sound coming and going.  
2. Cobhay Fancy Phlox  
 
LB (2)  
1. Trimere Timeless With Kassan A bitch that is well up on legs, but indeed on the tall side for a bitch. Her head 
has very good length and a lovely expression. Well set and carried ears. Long neck. Could do with some more 
forechest and layback of upper arms. Firm topline, well set tail. Balanced angulation behind. She moved 
reasonably well from the side, but could be more stable in her elbows.  
2. Cobhay Fancy Phlox  
 
 
 



OB (6)  
1. Sh.Ch.Trimere Taylor Swift Highly typical springer bitch, she has a well chiselled head with length, excellent 
fluting, ideal stop. I would not want any more lip. Very pleasing neck with length and strength. Well angulated 
in front. Strong topline if not the shortest of bodies, but still shapely with a correct slight arch of loin. Well 
angulated behind. She is an excellent mover with lovely ease, control and precision, very well handled.  
2. Sh. Ch. Beresford Night Class Instantly attractive bitch of excellent proportions, combing being up on legs 
and compact in body, she makes a lovely overall picture standing. Feminine, quality head, but not the length of 
skull of the winner and on the round side. Well set neck into body. Well angulated both ends. Shapely body, 
strong topline with a slight arch of loin. Beautiful coat, and just the right amount of it. In movement she has 
the typical length of stride and is sound, but I wish she would be just a little more collected and use her tail 
more consistently. 3. Sh. Ch. Trimere Tickle Me Fancy  
 
VB (2,1)  
1. Cobhay Dazzling Azalea Strong, workman-like bitch, sound. She needs more length of leg for overall balance. 
Typical feminine head with correct stop and a furrow. Strong neck, rather than long. Deep and capacious body. 
Pleasing tail-set. She moved soundly coming and going and with enthusiasm from the side. Just not quite the 
elegance I expect in the breed. 
 


